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Overview 

 

 

 

In 2019 Alive and Kicking (AK) and Colossus came together to harness the power of a multi-

million pound industry in order to create positive impact across the sporting community. 

Through that sporting link AK UK have been able strengthen operations and increase impact. 

 

 

Over the past 12 months Conscious Colossus (CC) has helped AK to: 

• Increase play opportunities for people who do not have access to sport: CC have helped 

drive the growth of AK’s innovative ball library network, providing thousands of young 

people with free access to sport just minutes from their doorstep. 20,540 young people 

access the library network every week with over 2,600 balls available for loan. 

• Scale up mental health support: CC’s support has given AK the capacity to strengthen its 

mental health education curriculum, delivered directly through sports coaching. Thanks to 

developments in the way the programme is delivered and the impact it makes, it is now 

being delivered across three countries. Over 10,340 young people in communities facing 

disadvantage have access to weekly mental health support. 

• Innovate AK’s product range: The coronavirus pandemic accelerated AK’s plans to 

diversify its product range to ensure it can access a number of different markets. CC’s 

support has provided AK with the time to complete in depth research on the grassroots 

game and launch a new brand of football; AK Roots. The new ball is made for the global 

grassroots market and means AK can explore new avenues, drive sales and ultimately 

make more social impact. 

• Economically empower refugees: Alongside direct employment, AK now provide 

entrepreneurial training for refugees. CC’s much needed backing has helped AK to develop 

a programme called Business in a Box which enables AK to train refugees to produce and 

fix FIFA standard footballs. As a result over 120 refugees have been able to set up their own 

microenterprises, economically empowering themselves and their dependents. 

As a result of the after effects of global lockdowns, Conscious Colossus’ support has been vital 

in ensuring AK can continue to operate with impact while still thinking about how we expand 

our reach. There is still much to do but we feel we are on the right track to becoming a globally 

recognised sports charity and brand, that unlike any other, invests all its income in social 

impact.  

Thank you as always for your support and we hope to continue the partnership moving 

forward. Pease read on for a case study and a summary of overall impact. 
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Case Study 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Focusing on the Play side of our work, the ball library network has provided a platform to grow 

confidence, trust and responsibility. The names of the young person and their carer in this 

case study have been changed for safeguarding reasons.  

Sarah has been in the care system since she can remember. At 14 she hadn’t played a lot of 

sport but has always enjoyed watching football when she could. Her carer Gail says the same: 

“Sarah hasn’t always been too keen on playing out with friends or other children from school 

but she does enjoy watching sport on TV. We did sign her up to a local youth football club in 

Newcastle but she didn’t enjoy her first training session. She didn’t feel like she was good 

enough and didn’t like the structure of drills, she really just wanted to play so she never went 

back.” 

A few months later Sarah and Gail were walking past their local library in Walker and noticed 

that as well as books, you could borrow a ball for free. Sarah jumped at the chance and began 

to borrow the ball on a regular basis, first playing alone and then slowly inviting friends to join 

her. 

“I didn’t enjoy the football training so I was excited to see that I could play in my local park 

with a ball I could borrow for free. I thought it was strange that they would trust me with the 

ball but I liked the feeling of having to take care of it (the ball) - It was nice to be trusted by 

the staff in the library too.” 

Over the following few months, Sarah would borrow a ball three or four times a week, building 

her skills and confidence, not only at playing football, but also at playing with friends. 

“I liked it when my friends from my street started to join in. They would borrow a ball too and 

then others started to join – I remember one day we had over 20 kids playing.” 

Six months on from borrowing her first ball, Sarah is now part of the local football team.  

“I still play with friends with the ball from the library but I have joined a team too. I was nervous 

going again but I felt much more confident this time and really enjoyed it – The ball library 

helped me build my confidence – I liked being able to play when I wanted and I didn’t feel 

pressure.” 

Gail believes the ball library has had a big impact on Sarah. 

“The fact she has gone back to the football team is great but I think much more has happened. 

Seeing her more confident and playing with friends has been amazing and I think the fact the 

library trusted her with a ball was really special. I don’t think she feels like she has ever been 

trusted growing up so the fact someone she didn’t know would give her this responsibility was 

important. She looks after the ball so well when ever she borrows it and always makes sure it’s 

returned on time. 
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Overall Impact      

In partnership with AK, Conscious Colossus has helped: 

 

 

 

 

• Support school attendance - 77% of AK employees use their income to 

pay their children through school. 4,178 children have attended school 

thanks to AK.  

• Support access to health care - 68% of AK employees use their income to 

access vital health care for themselves or their dependents.  

• Support families – AK employees have supported 5,570 dependents. 

 

 

 

 

• Support health education provision - AK have upskilled 1,435 youth 

educators to deliver health education to 123,125 young people.  

• Support healthy lives - AK programme participants improve health 

knowledge by an average of 64% and are three times more likely to seek 

support.  

• Support access to sport - Over 8,752,500 children have played with a 

donated AK ball. 

 

 

 

• Support employment in disadvantaged areas - AK has created 1,114 jobs.  

• Support career development - Over 88% of employees who leave AK go 

into further employment, education, or training.  

• Support the local economy - AK has contributed £5,466,491 to the local 

economy. 

 

 
• Support equal opportunity - 92% of AK employees have never had formal 

work before.  

• Support improved standards of living - 82% of AK employees say their 

standard of living and access to services has improved since joining A+K.  

• Support access to work - 42% of AK employees identify as living with a 

disability. 

 


